INTRODUCTION
Texture mapping has become one of the most important operations in computer graphics today. The use of texture mapping allows the application of a high degree of visual complexity to 3D scenes without the expense of overly complex geometric modeling. Once the texture mapping process is in place, it allows the application of arbitrary surface detail at a constant performance cost. Each point on a textured surface maps to a position in the texture map from which a value is retrieved that can be used to modify color, reflectivity, transparency or the surface normal. Heckbert [12] defined texture filtering as the process of resampling the texture image onto the screen grid. Each screen coordinate x,y maps to a texture space coordinate s,t. For each discrete screen element, or pixel, the filtering operation determines which discrete texture space pixels, or texels, will contribute. In this paper we are concerned with the operation of texture filtering within the context of rasterization hardware, as part of a projective screen based renderer. In this case the filtering operation is between the faces of perspectively projected triangles and 2D image maps. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that both the shape and scale of the pixel change when mapped to texture space. The overall operation of texture mapping, including the procedure of shrink wrapping [1] a texture image onto an irregular object, may produce a curvilinear quadrilateral as shown in red [25] . However, for practicality this is approximated to a flat-sided quadrilateral as shown, with textures mapped linearly to the polygons forming the surface [20] . Based on the representation of the screen pixel as a square, Heckbert [13] proposed that most surfaces can be assumed to be approximately planar over the area covered by a pixel and that, based on this assumption, a screen space pixel will map to a quadrilateral in texture space.
The representation of the screen space pixel as a square is only an interpretation. The pixel is in fact a point sample and in the case of the square representation, the four vertices are themselves just sample values. The use of a discrete finite area for a pixel is not a particularly accurate model of the display technology [21] , but is done for convenience. While texture filtering algorithms have also been based on other shape representations including the circle [11, 12] , the square representation is convenient and it is the representation used in this paper.
It can be seen in Fig. 1 that several texels may map to one screen space pixel. The color of each texel underneath the shaded pixel outline should contribute to the final pixel color. The ratio of this texture space to screen space scaling is called texture minification. Such texture minification occurs as a result of mapping to irregular objects and to the effects of perspective projection [2, 13] . The texture minification ratio may vary across the projected surface on a per pixel basis. Therefore, the task of a texture filter is to determine which texels contribute to each pixel. Such a filter must be space-variant, i.e. the size and shape of the filter should adapt to the mapping of each pixel. The first step is to efficiently estimate the pixel inverse mapping. This can be performed in three ways:
Direct addressing of the four offset pixel corners -This
gives an accurate impression of the resulting irregular quadrilateral and as such gives consideration to sub-pixel minification changes. However, it does require four separate mapping operations.
Using the partial derivatives of s and t with respect to x
and y -This assumes a set of partial derivatives, s x , t x , s y , t y are constant across the area of the pixel and results in a parallelogram approximation. In practice these derivative values will vary continuously at a sub-pixel level. However, this approximation simplifies the calculation and is commonly used in filtering algorithms. Heckbert [13] suggested that, other than near vanishing points and singularities, the parallelogram is a fair approximation. The result of this mapping technique is shown in Fig. 2 .
3. Pixel Clipping -An alternative, but rather costly method involves clipping the textured polygon to the screen pixel boundaries [24] . The texture coordinates for each vertex of the resulting clipped region are then calculated and used to determine an average texture sample address for the pixel. The area of the clipped region can be used to determine the texture minification ratio. Fig. 2 Pixel inverse mapped to texture space using constant partial derivatives
Texture Filtering
Several high quality space variant filtering algorithms have been developed and implemented [3, 8, 9, 10, 11] , but these tend to be very computationally expensive, producing arbitrary mappings dependent upon the per pixel scaling. Texture filtering requires accessing texture memory, a time consuming operation and this should be kept to a minimum and, if possible, constant cost. To this end filtering algorithms were developed that utilize pre-filtered texture storage. The image pyramid or MIP-map is a commonly used means of reducing the cost of per pixel texture accesses during filter construction. The term MIP-map was introduced by Williams [26] . The term MIP, which stands for multum in parvo, or 'much in a small place', refers to the pre-filtering and storage of multiple texture maps of decreasing resolution, which attempt to contain the same information in an increasingly smaller space. This is done by progressively averaging groups of four neighboring texels to form each new layer of the image pyramid. This process is continued from the initial, full detail or base texture level, referred to as level 0, until the final single texel level is reached. The texture minification represented by each layer is based on the side dimensions, not the area. Initial texture dimensions must be a power of two magnitude. Fig. 3 illustrates the image pyramid and the texture storage requirement. Each MIP-map level in the pyramid is a power of two scaled version of the base level. This is very convenient for hardware implementation, both in terms of MIP-map generation and level calculation. Although shown as such in Fig. 3 , the width and height of the base texture are not necessarily of equal magnitude.
For texture filtering, MIP-maps are used in conjunction with bilinear and trilinear interpolation [26] . For bilinear filtering the texture space to screen space minification is calculated and used to select the MIP-map level that contains the pre-filtered texel data for a minification ratio nearest to that calculated. This process is also referred to as the level of detail calculation. Generally, systems employing this technique will set a maximum MIP-map level. It is seldom necessary to use all of the possible levels down to the 1x1 texel image. The use of such level clamping avoids problems with the large minification ratios that may arise at vanishing points and singularities. Following the level selection, the texture coordinates s,t are scaled to the dimensions of the selected level and the memory addresses are appropriately offset. Bilinear interpolation is then performed using the four texels nearest to the sample point. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the calculated minification value will frequently fall somewhere between two pre-filtered MIP-map levels. For improved results trilinear filtering is used. Here bilinear interpolation is performed on both levels either side of the calculated minification value. Trilinear interpolation is then achieved by linearly interpolating between the color values resulting from these two bilinear interpolations, to the intermediate interpolation fraction f as shown. Trilinear filtering is one of the most commonly used methods of filtering in real-time hardware today. The filtering operation can be summarized as follows:
1. Receive the texture address s,t for the current screen pixel x,y 2. Calculate the texture minification, j 3. Extract the level of detail or MIP-map levels to be used e.g. for a minification ratio of 6 to 1, the levels referring to minification ratios of 4 and 8 are used, i.e. MIP-map levels 2 and 3 (l=2) 4. Calculate the trilinear interpolation fraction, f 5. Scale the texture address s,t for the levels selected 6. Perform trilinear interpolation MIP-map pre-filtering and the trilinear interpolation are based on an isotropic square filter shape. The filter is space variant in size, but not in shape. It can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 that the mapping of the pixel is in fact anisotropic. That is to say that the screen to texture space scaling in the s and t axes are not equal. Therefore, such isotropic filters will reduce aliasing caused in one axis at the expense of some blurring in the other. Crow [5] suggested the use of summed area tables that allow mapping to arbitrary rectangles. Improved results are returned, but the storage requirements are higher than Williams' MIP-map pyramid and for textures skewed to 45 o the filter shape is still isotropic. As well as the 3-D square based MIP-map image pyramids, 4-D image pyramids have been used that are formed from axis-aligned rectangles [14] . 5-D pyramids that include rotation information to support arbitrary alignment have also been suggested [14] for elliptical filters, but again the storage requirements are high.
An effective and practical method proposed by Schilling [18] , combines space variance with MIP-mapping by performing multiple trilinear filter operations along the direction of anisotropy. The operation of this filter is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b illustrate, respectively, the results of a single isotropic trilinear filter and an implementation of this latter kind of multiple-isotropic anisotropic texture filtering [7] . The detailed investigation of such anisotropic filters and a discussion on their possible implementations is beyond the scope of this paper, which is primarily concerned with the investigation of a practical implementation of a single trilinear filter. However, it should be noted that the MIP-map level selection algorithms for such an anisotropic filter are similar in operation and cost to those discussed here.
MIP-map
In the following sections of this paper, Section 2 provides a description of various algorithms for the calculation of texture minification. All methods included were implemented in a C++ simulation environment [6] for comparison of results. This allowed the algorithms to be tested in the context of an entire graphics pipeline. A table of relative computational costs for the implementation of these algorithms is provided. Section 3 then discusses hardware methods for the extraction of the MIP-map level and trilinear interpolation fraction from the calculated texture minification value and finally, Section 4 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the investigation.
CALCULATING TEXTURE MINIFICATION
This section provides a detailed discussion of methods for determining the ratio of texture minification, including both per pixel and per primitive algorithms. This study begins with a look at the well known hypotenuse comparison algorithm recommended by Heckbert [13] . This is then followed by a far simpler comparison test, with the results and costs compared. Several different methods of calculating the partial derivatives s x ,t x ,s y and t y are also investigated. First, algebraic solutions are considered, with both direct calculation and incremental interpolation discussed. This is then followed by a look at difference calculations that make use of pixel coherence.
It is important to remember when considering these different solutions that they are all approximations, based on a pixel representation that is itself an approximation, for an isotropic filter that is also an approximation. There is no right or wrong choice. This is recognized by the OpenGL specification [19] that suggests a range of possible methods rather than recommending a particular one. In the final analysis it is the perceived quality of the images produced, particularly in animations, relative to the implementation and performance cost that matters. Fig. 15 compares the result of applying each of the main algorithms discussed in the following sections to the texturing of a perspectively projected plane with the pathological checkerboard pattern.
Hypotenuse Comparison
As mentioned earlier, in practice texture minification does not occur equally in both the s and t directions. Therefore, for isotropic MIP-map filtering, one minification figure must be determined that provides the best approximation. Too large a minification value and the image will be excessively blurred, too small and the aliasing artifacts are not removed. Heckbert worked on the premise that over-filtering is more desirable than under-filtering. Although several different methods were suggested in his paper [13] , he identified choosing the greater of the two edges of the projection parallelogram as the best solution. This can be found from the hypotenuse direction vectors shown in Fig. 2 Where j = texel:pixel minification ratio.
The computational cost of this expression is therefore 4 multiplications, 2 additions, 1 square root and a single comparison. Added to this are the costs of calculating the partial derivatives s x , t x , s y and t y . These are discussed in the following sub-sections.
Algebraic Solution to s x t x s y t y
Due to the non-linear nature of perspectively correct texture mapping the changes in s and t with respect to x and y alter on a per pixel basis. To employ perspective correction, texture coordinates s and t are generated by hyperbolic interpolation [2, 13] .
The non-linear texture mapping coordinates are generated as the function of two linear operations as shown in Equation 2:
where
Terms A to I are the coefficients of the three separate linear expressions for S, T and Q. These are plane equations calculated from the values at each of three triangle vertices that describe the plane. S and T are the vertex texture coordinates homogenized to the view plane and Q is a function of the reciprocal of depth Z.
Following partial differentiation of Equation 2, the partial derivatives are:
The Q 2 term is common for each of these expressions and can be factored out of the comparison test. Therefore, the final per pixel hypotenuse comparison calculation can be written as:
As shown in Equation 2, the reciprocal of Q is already required for the perspective correction of the texture coordinates. Therefore, the per pixel computational cost above that which is already required for point sampled texture mapping, is 6 additions/subtractions, 10 multiplications, 1 square root and 1 maximum comparison.
It can be seen that, because Q can be factored out, the direction vector r 1 and the associated component partial derivatives s x and t x are dependent only on y and the direction vector r 2 and the partial derivatives s y and t y are dependent only on x. This fact can be used to simplify the implementation. Assuming the primitive traversal mechanism of the scan conversion implementation will move only in either the x direction (span traversal) or y direction (scan line traversal) at any one time, then the s x and t x calculations and the s y and t y calculations are independent. Therefore, in hardware the same arithmetic units can be used twice, assuming some extra logic required for the storage of the unchanging values. This reduces per pixel cost in terms of required functional units by 4 multiplications, 3 additions and 1 square root.
Another saving was proposed by Heckbert [13] who suggested per primitive pre-calculation and look up table (LUT) storage of r 2 for the x extent of the primitive and then one calculation of r 1 per scan line, to minimize the per pixel cost. The effectiveness of this method depends on the size of the triangles used.
Assuming the coefficients of Equation 2 already exist for the texture address generation and considering reused terms, per primitive setup costs for the calculation of K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 , K 5 and K 6 are 12 multiplications and 6 subtractions.
Incremental Interpolation
It was shown in Equation 4 that the Q 2 reciprocal can be factored out as below. Each partial derivative term is now a linear expression of the form K b ±K a x or K b ±K a y and as such can be calculated in a graphics pipeline by incremental interpolation. Such a method exhibits a dependence on the scan conversion traversal employed, but requires only 1 addition per derivative. If the traversal in x and y is assumed independent, then the cost is 2 additions per pixel. Initial starting value calculations must be performed during a setup phase.
Texture Minification Scaling
Texture coordinates are usually applied to 3D models in the range 0-1. This ensures the independence of the model from the physical dimensions of the texture maps applied. It is therefore necessary to scale the minification value j, by the dimensions of the texture base level. Where the texture dimensions are equal, moving the texture scaling to after the comparison test can reduce the cost further to a single scaling operation. The use of post comparison scaling can also simplify the hardware implementation further as explained in Section 3.
Partial Derivative Comparison
For this approach we have simplified the hypotenuse comparison test of Section 2.1, by removing the expensive square root part of this test. The texture minification ratio is found as the result of:
This reduces per pixel computational cost to 6 multiplications, 4 additions/subtractions and a 3 stage maximum comparison test. 
In this simplified approach, the chosen partial derivative will always be a component of the required direction vector, r 1 or r 2 . In the worst case the two orthogonal components of a vector will be of equal dimension and 1/sqrt(2) of the hypotenuse vector magnitude. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . This means that the measured minification is less than that calculated by the hypotenuse comparison and that the amount of filtering is reduced. This is the lower bound recommended by the OpenGL specification [19] . Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b show the point sampled MIP-map levels for the partial derivative maximum comparison and hypotenuse comparison tests respectively. As expected the latter selects the lower detail levels slightly earlier, but otherwise the results are similar. Fig.  12c through Fig. 12f illustrate the effect on a trilinear filtered texture.
Difference Comparison
In the algorithms discussed previously, the partial derivatives used in the different comparison tests were calculated algebraically by either direct per pixel computation or incremental interpolation. In this section and the next we look at alternative ways of calculating the partial derivatives, using difference calculations that take advantage of pixel data coherence to simplify the operation. In all cases, either of the above alternative comparison tests may still be used. An important point to note here is that because the Q terms cannot be factored out of the expressions, with this technique the x and y traversals are not independent.
Simplified Difference Approximation
The difference approximation described in Section 2.3 can be simplified by extending the partial derivatives in only one direction as shown in Fig. 8 . The ± operators in Equation 10 highlight the fact that the sign chosen will affect the texture minification returned. This is the reason why the difference algorithm of the previous section uses the average over two pixels, but how necessary is this? The answer depends on the severity of the curve. Fig. 13a shows an example of an oblique tilted plane with a steep depth range at close proximity to the view plane. Also shown is a graph of the response of s and t against x for a particular scan line.
In this example the increment in s is seen to increase noticeably, although not excessively. By experimentation we found that so long as the direction of gradient choice is consistent, the images generated are acceptable.
However, to maintain the hypothesis that it is better to over-filter rather than under-filter it would seem prudent to ensure that the larger of the two possible gradients offered in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) is used. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show how the larger of the two gradients can be determined from the signs of the coefficients of Q from Equation 2.
(a) (b) Fig. 9 Selecting maximum gradient for negative Q x A positive value for D implies that the depth of the polygon (distance from viewer) decreases with respect to x (negative z x ). Therefore, the magnitudes of s x and t x are falling and the gradient to (x-1) should be used. For a negative D the (x+1) gradient is used. Coefficient E can be used in the same way for s y and t y . Therefore, the ± operators in Equation 10 can be determined using the sign of D and E at no extra cost. Fig. 13d and Fig. 13e show the results of trilinear filtered color coded MIP-map levels for the simplified difference method and two pixel averaged difference method respectively.
Data Storage Schemes
The simplified difference approximation of the previous section has advantages in hardware implementation. By storing the previous values of s and t found during span traversal, the s x and t x values can be found by simple subtraction of neighboring pixels. This reduces per pixel cost by 5 addition/subtractions, 1 reciprocal and 2 multiplications.
It should be noted however, that with this method the gradient value chosen, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b), may not be consistent, depending instead upon the direction of span traversal. There are scan conversion algorithms, such as those based on linear edge functions, that traverse left and right on alternate scan-lines [17, 23] . Such algorithms will result in level artifacts as shown in Fig. 13c . The effects are of course more significant the greater the minification variation in the projected geometry.
Pixel data caching schemes can also reduce the cost of calculating s y and t y when applied to the pixels on subsequent scan lines. The effect of such an approach in terms of balancing reduced computational cost against storage requirement will depend on the size and shape of the triangle.
Deferred Texturing Implementations
In an architecture supporting deferred shading [16] Another point to note here is that if all four values are used then the filter kernel can be based on the actual irregular quadrilateral rather than the approximated parallelogram.
Cross Product Solution
The difference between the cross product method described in this section and the methods discussed previously is that here the comparison test is dropped altogether. Here we present a method for calculating the texture minification j directly from a single expression. The screen space to texture space pixel mapping is again considered to be a parallelogram, but this time the minification ratio for the MIP-map square filter is determined as a function of both of the two edges of this parallelogram. This is done by calculating the area of the parallelogram and by then finding the edge length of a square of equal area.
The area of a parallelogram can be found with the cross product of the two defining vectors. 
and S start , T start and Q start are starting values for incremental interpolation.
The constant k can now be calculated in setup by substitution of the known interpolation starting values S start , T start and Q start at a cost of 9 multiplications and 5 additions/subtractions. Per pixel cost is 3 multiplications and 1 square root. Again the reciprocal of Q is assumed already available from the perspective divide.
Per Vertex Minification Interpolation
Here the texture minification value is incrementally interpolated from pre-calculated vertex values. A single texture minification value is calculated during setup for each vertex of the triangle. The texture minification for each pixel is then found by solution of a linear expression or, for more accuracy, by hyperbolic or rational linear expression, requiring a perspective divide. This can be calculated either directly or by incremental interpolation, in the same way as the other vertex parameter data; color, normals, depth and texture coordinates. The coefficients for the minification expression are found with: Considering the terms common to the other parameters, the additional setup cost is therefore 6 multiplications and 6 additions/subtractions. For perspective correction an extra multiplication is required to homogenize [2] to the view plane. Using incremental interpolation the per pixel cost is then just a single increment/decrement addition plus a divide for perspective correction.
The problem however, is how to obtain vertex texture minification data in the first place. As explained in the introduction the amount of minification is a function of the perspective projection of the scene geometry. Therefore j cannot be calculated in advance in the model generation phase, it must be performed in setup for each projected, clipped, visible triangle. Any of the traversal independent methods described above could be used to calculate the minification at each vertex. However, these methods use coefficients and expressions that are functions of the plane of the triangle, not the vertex. Therefore, shared vertices may be recalculated several times.
Using the partial derivative maximum comparison method, the calculation of texture minification for three vertices requires a further 30 multiplications, 18 additions/subtractions and 9 comparisons. This is a very large setup requirement and so is only viable for large triangle sizes.
Per Primitive Average Minification
If texture minification varies continuously across each primitive and bilinear and trilinear filtering operations are performed per pixel then it seems sensible to calculate the level of detail at each pixel. However, any improvements in the resulting visual quality must be weighed against the cost of this operation. Texture minification can be estimated cheaply on a per primitive basis and several current PC graphics accelerator cards adopt that approach for this reason. Therefore, we include a discussion of such a method.
Using the x and y and the s and t coordinates supplied for each vertex of a triangle, the areas of the triangles in both screen space and texture space can be calculated. The texture minification is then found as the square root of the ratio of these two areas.
The area of a triangle can be found as half the magnitude of the cross product of two of its edges. Therefore, for screen and texture space:
The texture space area scaling by WidthHeight, shown in Equation 15 , assumes the texture coordinates are supplied in the range 0-1. The divide by 2 is common to both area calculations and is therefore cancelled out by the ratio divide.
We assume that the cross product for x and y is already present in the setup code for shading attribute parameter preparation. See the denominators in Equation 14 . Including the area ratio divide and edge length calculation, the setup cost is therefore 5 subtractions, 1 divide, 1 square root and a power of 2 scaling operation.
The resulting visual quality of this approach is clearly highly dependent upon the size of triangles used in the database model. Fig. 14 illustrates the results for varying amounts of tessellation. The method is shown compared with the cross product per pixel algorithm. The images show clearly how the results of these two area-based methods converge as triangle size decreases. Higher tessellation is required where the minification range is greatest. Conveniently, as can be seen in Fig. 14c , following object space tessellation, perspective projection causes the triangles to be smaller towards the vanishing points of the model. Further post projection adaptive tessellation might be performed based on proximity to the view plane and obliqueness of the projection angle [15] .
An Algorithm Comparison
TABLE 1 provides a summary of the relative computational costs for the algorithms described in the preceding sections. These cost figures are given in terms of per primitive setup costs and per pixel run time costs and are the costs above that required for point sampled texture mapping. The cost of texture minification scaling and those of other operations common to all of the described algorithms, such as level extraction, have been omitted from the table for clarity. Section 3 provides information on the hardware implementation of extracting the level of detail data from the minification value. 
THE ALGORITHMS

MIP-MAP LEVEL SELECTION
The value j, when correctly scaled to the physical dimensions of the texture map in use, is an estimation of the degree of texture minification at a particular point in the image. The MIP-map level and trilinear interpolation factor must be extracted from this minification figure. The required level is determined with:
The trilinear interpolation fraction is then found with:
In hardware, because the MIP-map levels refer to power of two increments, these operations are straightforward to implement. For fixed-point number representation, the level l can be found directly from the position of the most significant active bit in the binary word. The removal of this bit, followed by a right shift by l places, returns the value of f.
For floating-point representation the calculation of l and f is also straightforward. The exponent value is extracted from the floating-point word to provide l, and the fractional component is extracted to provide the trilinear fractional value f. This is proved below where j is a floating-point number with exponent part 2 N and significand 1.F such that:
For texture minification, the sign S can be assumed always positive and so by substitution of Equation 18 into 17: If post comparison scaling is used then the cost of this operation can be removed if a custom floating-point unit is being implemented [22] . Extracting the exponent value N from a floating-point number requires the subtraction of the bias. Assuming power of two texture dimensions, the exponent addition required for scaling can therefore be incorporated into the bias subtraction. For IEEE754 single precision floating point [4] , using a texture of side dimensions 1024 or 2 10 :
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a number of different algorithms for texture minification calculation and level selection for MIP-map trilinear filtering. We have discussed the operation of these algorithms and the relative costs of implementation. Methods of cost reduction have been suggested as well as suggestions for their practical implementation.
As stated in the introduction to the algorithm discussion, there is no right or wrong choice. The selection of which algorithm to use for a particular implementation will depend upon a number of key factors. These factors can be summarized as below.
• Image quality
Image quality is an obvious consideration. The quality of the images produced by bilinear and trilinear filtering is largely dependent upon the MIP-map level selection and the calculated trilinear interpolation fraction. All of the algorithms described were implemented within a C++ graphics pipeline simulation [6] and tested with both static and animated scenes using a variety of textures. Fig. 15 shows results for each of the main methods when applied to a checkerboard texture image. All of the per pixel algorithms performed well, producing similar results with the exception of the cross product algorithm. As expected, this algorithm tended to cause less blurring, but at the expense of exhibiting greater aliasing. The per primitive and per vertex techniques, as expected, require high triangle tessellation where the minification variation is greatest. Important results, which cannot be shown here, are the temporal artifacts seen during animations. The filtered images, as shown in Fig. 15 , may seem excessively blurred in still shots, but this may prove necessary during animation. Under filtering leads to pixel scintillation and, in the case of per primitive algorithms, level popping.
When considering the computational costs involved with each algorithm the number representation to be used must be considered. The relative costs of additions/subtractions and multiplications will vary depending on the use of either floating-point or fixed-point data representation. For our investigations a custom floating-point representation was used and it was sensible to minimize the number of expensive additions.
The effect of the computational cost comparison on algorithm selection will also depend upon the balance between hardware acceleration and host based setup operations. The direct calculation algorithms 1.3-1.4 [TABLE 1 ] and in particular algorithm 2.1, which uses incremental interpolation, require relatively low per pixel costs at the expense of additional per primitive setup. In contrast, for the difference algorithms 3.1-3.6 the situation is reversed. The significance of the balance of per primitive and per pixel cost depends upon the hardware constraints imposed and the size of the database primitives used.
Many of the latest generation accelerators now support onboard setup. This eases the host to accelerator interface and does provide acceleration of the setup process. However, setup calculations often require a higher level of precision compared to the traditional interpolation based rasterization pipeline. These pipelines are designed to generate a fully shaded pixel during each clock cycle. Therefore, as triangle size decreases, per primitive costs become more important for two reasons. First, the cost is obviously spread over fewer pixels. Secondly, as triangles possess fewer pixels, the cost of hardware to perform the setup operation without causing a bottleneck increases.
The integration of the algorithms within the context of an entire graphics architecture must also be considered. The applicability of the algorithms will depend on the primitive types supported and traversal pattern used. In our investigations we used triangle based scene data. The direct computation algorithm sets 1 and 4 [TABLE 1 ] are, with the exception of algorithms 1.2 and 1.4, which utilize the independence of x and y traversal, independent of the pattern of primitive traversal and pixel generation. In contrast, algorithm sets 2 and 3 are clearly highly dependent upon the primitive traversal algorithm used. For these algorithms the hardware must support the storage and retrieval of pixel data. It must allow for the initial latency in acquiring this stored data for the first pixel of a primitive on each scan line. In a graphics pipeline this requires some form of feed forward of data. This last point applies also to algorithms 1.2 and 1.4. 
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